
Nanjing Agricultural University 2018 iGEM Project - 

HP Comprehensive Questionnaire 

 

Hello, thank you very much for participating in this questionnaire. 

The questions in this questionnaire are mainly related to the 2018 iGEM 

project of Nanjing Agricultural University - taking cancer treatment as an 

example to explore the pathway design. Thanks to the special nature of 

this survey, thank you very much for filling in the truth. In addition, we 

assure you that the information in this survey is confidential. We only 

analyze the overall survey and will not disclose your personal 

information. 

 

Thank you again！ 

 

1. Your age [multiple choice questions] * 

○Under 16 years old (excluding 16 years old) 

○16~25 years old 

○26~35 years old 

○36~50 years old 

○51~70 years old 

○70 years old or older 

 



2. Your gender [multiple choice questions] * 

○ male 

○ female 

 

3. Your education [multiple choice questions] * 

○Primary school 

○ junior high school 

○High school 

○Undergraduate 

○Undergraduate or above 

 

Your province: [Multiple choice questions] * 

○Anhui ○Beijing ○Chongqing ○Fujian ○Gansu ○Guangdong ○Guangxi 

○Guizhou 

○Hainan ○Hebei ○Heilongjiang ○Henan ○Hong Kong ○Hubei ○Hunan 

○Jiangsu 

○ Jiangxi ○ Jilin ○ Liaoning ○ Macau ○ Inner Mongolia ○ Ningxia ○ 

Qinghai ○ Shandong 

○Shanghai ○Shanxi ○Shaanxi ○Sichuan ○Taiwan ○Tianjin ○Xinjiang 

○Tibet 

○Yunnan ○Zhejiang ○Overseas 

 



4. The type of work you are working on [multiple choice questions] * 

○Students of state organs, party organizations, enterprises and institutions 

can choose the relevant professional categories they have learned. 

○Agricultural, forestry, animal husbandry, fishery, water conservancy and 

other students can choose the relevant professional category 

○Production, transportation equipment operators and related personnel 

can choose the relevant professional category 

○Military students can choose the relevant professional category 

○Business, service personnel and other students can choose the relevant 

professional category 

○ Medical and medical students can choose the relevant professional 

category 

○Other students can choose the relevant professional category 

 

5. Are you a medical, medical and biological professional? [Multiple 

choice questions] * 

○Yes 

○No 

 

6. Do you know about synthetic biology? [Multiple choice questions] * 

○Understand 

○I heard but not very understanding 



○ don’t understand 

 

7. Which of the following areas do you think synthetic biology can be 

applied to? [Multiple choice questions] * 

□Biomedical development 

□Bio-new energy development 

□Microbial robot 

□New materials 

□ Mass production of rare resources 

□ biological quantum computer 

 

8. What do you think of synthetic biology? [Multiple choice questions] * 

○ Applied science, technology, and engineering to promote and accelerate 

the design, manufacture, and modification of genetic material in living 

organisms. 

○ refers to enabling humans to “edit” the target gene to achieve knockout 

and addition of specific DNA fragments. 

○ refers to the recombination of genes that control different traits during 

the process of sexual reproduction in an organism. 

○ Study the structure, dynamics, and occurrence of the composition and 

interrelationships of the components of biological systems, and the 

biology characterized by integration of systems, experiments, and 



computational methods. 

 

9. Do you think that "cancer is incurable and cannot be cured" is this 

correct? [Multiple choice questions] * 

○ correct 

○ is incorrect 

 

10. Do you know the early symptoms of cancer? [Multiple choice 

questions] * 

○ very understand 

○Basic understanding 

○ only heard of 

○ don’t understand 

 

11. Do you have cancer patients around you? [Multiple choice questions] 

* 

○ Yes 

○No 

 

12. Do you know the annual incidence of cancer in China? [Multiple 

choice questions] * 

○ very understand 



○ Learned some 

○ only heard of 

○ I don’t understand 

 

13. What are the cancer treatment methods you currently know? 

[Multiple choice questions] * 

□ surgery 

□ Chemotherapy 

□ Radiotherapy 

□ Chinese medicine treatment 

□Biotherapy [cell therapy and non-cell therapy (including antibody, 

peptide or protein vaccine, genetic vaccine, in vivo gene therapy, etc.)] 

□ (You can fill in the other treatments you know): 

____________________ 

 

14. Do you think genetic modification is the same as genetic engineering? 

[Multiple choice questions] * 

○ both the same 

○ not the same but not clear 

○Not the same, very clear concept of the two 

○ Do not understand this information 

 



15. What is your understanding of gene editing, genetic engineering, etc? 

[Multiple choice questions] * 

○ don't know 

○I heard but didn’t understand 

○ Have a certain understanding 

○ very understand 

 

16. Do you know about cellular immunotherapy? [Multiple choice 

questions] * 

○ don't know 

○ heard but don't understand 

○ Have a certain understanding 

○ very understand 

 

17. Do you know EGFR? [Multiple choice questions] * 

○Understand 

○I heard but didn’t understand 

○ don’t understand 

 

18. Do you know which cancer is the most widely used cancer in the field 

of cancer treatment? [Multiple choice questions] * 

○ gastric cancer 



○ lung cancer 

○ breast cancer 

○Esophageal cancer 

○ liver cancer 

○Other cancers 

 

19. What do you think is the current cost of treatment for the entire 

cancer treatment system in China? [Multiple choice questions] * 

○ don't know much about this aspect 

○ Acceptable in most family situations 

○ high treatment costs 

○ low treatment costs 

 

20. What are the channels for you to learn about new treatments for 

cancer treatment? [Multiple choice questions] * 

□ Introduced by medical staff 

□ books and newspapers 

□Introduction to relatives and friends 

□Network or other media 

□ Engaged in related work 

 

21. Now that there is a new type of cancer treatment that is being 



promoted in hospitals, what is your attitude? [Multiple choice questions] 

* 

○ very willing to accept 

○ more willing to accept 

○ Basic acceptance 

○ Unwilling to accept 

○ very unwilling to accept 

 

22. What is your acceptance of the new therapy that has just begun to be 

used clinically? [Multiple choice questions] * 

○ very willing 

○ more willing 

○ generally willing 

○ Unwilling 

○ very unwilling 

 

23. What factors do you think will affect you in all the factors that may 

affect a patient's attitude toward a new treatment for cancer? [Multiple 

choice questions] * 

□ Physician advice 

□ family economic situation 

□ family attitude 



□ Network and other media reports 

 

24. Two areas of greatest concern when choosing a new therapy [multiple 

choice questions] * 

□Security 

□ Physician opinion 

□ Economical 

□ effectiveness 

□ family opinions 

 

25. How would you like to learn about cancer? [Multiple choice questions] 

* 

□ Newspapers and magazines 

□TV and radio 

□ Regular anti-cancer lectures 

□Internet 

□ WeChat public number 

 

26. How do you feel about this questionnaire [multiple choice questions] 

* 

○ Very good 

○ acceptable but insufficient 



○Not good, there is a problem 

 

Your opinion [fill in the blank] 

_________________________________ 


